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ROSEMARY BABY BUNS
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My friend came back from Mexico last year with two little buns wrapped 
inside a sandwich bag, inside a plastic bag, tucked into a corner of her 
backpack. From Panadería Rosetta in Mexico City, the buns were flavored 
with rosemary and sugar with sticky, salty, caramelized edges. My friend, 
knowing me as well as she does, knew I’d lose my head for these bollos de 
romero— rosemary buns— and so smuggled them a full 5,500 miles back 
to dreary England for me to try. Everyone should have a friend like this.

Luckily, you don’t have to wait until someone happens to be coming back 
from Mexico City with room in their carry-on luggage: you can very easily 
make a version of these buns at home. The ones I tasted were made with lard 
mixed with the sugar and rosemary, which gave them a perfect semi-savory 
richness. If you want to replicate this exactly, check out the variations and 
substitutions section at the end of the recipe. But it’s my guess that most 
of us are more likely to have a block of butter than of lard in the fridge, so 
with convenience and vegetarians in mind I have developed a butter-based 
version for you to try out.

If you can make these tiny “baby” swirls, as soft as a baby’s bottom and 
sweet with rosemary, you can make any bread. 

For the dough:
4 cups (500g) bread flour, plus 

extra for dusting
1 teaspoon salt
2 teaspoons (8g package) active 

dry yeast or ½ ounce (15g) 
fresh yeast

1⅓ cups (315ml) lukewarm water

Makes: 24
Ready in: about 4 hours, but much of this is quiet time 

while the dough rises, so you can fit life into the gaps. 
There’s a take-your-time method below in case you want 
more flexibility.

Make-ahead and storage tips: page 330 Vegetarian Vegan option

For the filling:
½ cup (110g) salted or unsalted butter, 

softened, plus a little extra to grease 
the tin

¾ cup (175g) superfine granulated or soft 
light brown sugar

Pinch of salt, optional
Leaves from 8 fresh rosemary sprigs, 

finely chopped

Special equipment: stand mixer with 
dough hook attachment, optional
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1. In a large mixing bowl, mix together the flour and salt. In a measuring 
jug, mix the yeast with the water until dissolved. Make sure the water 
is barely lukewarm: if it’s too hot, the yeast will die. Pour the yeasted 
water into the flour and salt mixture, and bring together using a wooden 
spoon until a shaggy dough forms and there are no more big patches of 
dry flour. At this point, it’s time to ditch the utensils and get your hands 
dirty. There’s nothing so effective for kneading dough as a human hand, 
so unless you have mobility problems or sensory aversions that might 
make it difficult to hand-knead the dough (in which case you can use  
a food processor with a dough hook attachment), you should get in there 
yourself.

2. It’s much, much easier to see how to knead dough by watching the process 
rather than reading about it. There are lots of different techniques, 
but they all achieve roughly the same thing: stretching, building and 
reinforcing the gluten network in the dough. With this in mind, it might 
help you to have a look on YouTube at examples and to find a method that 
works for you. Here’s a simple method that I use: Tip the rough dough 
onto a clean work surface. (Don’t worry if the dough’s a bit sticky. Stickier 
dough means lighter bread, and it’ll become less glue-like the more you 
knead it.) Holding the nearest edge of the dough under the heel of one 
hand, stretch the far side out under the heel of your other hand, dragging 
the dough out into an oblong or oval shape along the surface. Then fold 
the far end back over to meet the near end, so the dough is folded in 
half. Give the dough a quarter turn, so another side is now nearest to 
you. Repeat: stretching, folding and then turning the dough again and 
again for 5–8 minutes, or until the dough is elastic and smoother, rather 
than shaggy, torn and very dimpled. (Realistically, you can’t over-knead it 
if you’re kneading by hand— no matter your optimistic googling of “can 
you over-knead dough” around the 2- minute mark. Just be patient, put 
a podcast on and let the dough come alive in your hands.)

3. Wash out your mixing bowl and dry it, then return the kneaded dough  
to it. Cover with a plate, plastic wrap or a damp tea towel. Leave to 
rest and rise at room temperature— around 65– 75°F (18– 24°C). If your 
house is slightly warmer or cooler than this, don’t worry! Just remember 
that you’re working with a living organism— yeast— and this organism 
works faster when it’s slightly warmer, and slower when it’s cold. At very  
cold temperatures, around freezing point or below, the yeast will stop 
working altogether. The dough is ready when it has almost doubled in 
size, which should take anywhere between 1 and 2 hours depending on 
the ambient temperature.
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4. While the dough rises, mix the butter and sugar to a paste. If you’re using  
unsalted butter, add a pinch of salt.

5. Once the dough is risen and ready, tip it out from its bowl onto a work 
surface lightly dusted with flour. Use your hands to tease the dough into 
a rectangle shape around ¾ inch (2cm) thick. Dust the top of the dough 
rectangle with a little flour. Now take a large rolling pin and roll the dough 
out to a very large, long rectangle, around 12 inches (30cm) long and 
27–31 inches (70–80cm) wide. (If your kitchen space is limited, you might 
want to divide the dough in half and create two 12 x 16 inch/30 x 40cm  
rectangles instead of the one large one.) It might spring back as you roll 
it out, but if you’re patient with it you’ll eventually manage to coax it to 
the right size. 

6. Using a small knife or spatula, thinly spread the butter and sugar mixture  
all over the dough. Sprinkle over the chopped rosemary leaves. Now, 
starting at the very long bottom edge of the dough rectangle, roll it away 
from you like a Swiss roll. You should end up with a very long, slim log 
of swirled dough. Cut this log into 24 slices (each 1–1¼ inches/2.5–3cm 
wide)— you’ll be able to see the pale spiral streak of butter and specks 
of rosemary.

7. Grease a large roasting pan— roughly 13 x 9 inches (22 x 33cm)— with  
plenty of butter (the size matters here, because you want the buns to be 
close enough that they begin to touch as they rise and bake). Arrange the 
buns in the pan, cut side up so that you can see the swirls, like a tray of 
cinnamon buns. Leave to rise, uncovered, for about an hour— or until they’re 
about 1½ times their original size and noticeably puffy and soft. While they  
rise, preheat the oven to 425°F (220°C).

8. Once the buns are risen, bake them in the preheated oven for  
15–18 minutes, until they’re well-risen, their tops are beginning to  
brown and crisp and the butter is sizzling up through the swirls. Leave 
to cool for just a few minutes, then transfer out of the pan and to a wire 
rack while they’re still warm— otherwise the caramelized sugar might 
stick them to the pan. These buns are best served warm.
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Variations and substitutions:

To make a version with lard instead of the butter, just like they 
make at Panadería Rosetta, swap the ½ cup (110g) butter in the 
filling for 3 ounces (80g) or ⅓ cup plus 1 tablespoon lard. To make 
a vegan version, swap the butter for 3 ounces (80g) or ⅓ cup plus 
1 tablespoon coconut oil and a good pinch of salt.

I wouldn’t recommend swapping the rosemary for any other herb: 
rosemary is intensely aromatic, woody and strong as a flavor, and  
it’s not really something that any other herb could approximate.  
But feel welcome to use the dough and technique as a starting point 
for making cinnamon buns (swap the rosemary for 2 teaspoons 
ground cinnamon), cardamom-scented swirls (swap the herb for the 
ground seeds of 10 cardamom pods) or even a zesty orange variation 
(replacing the rosemary with the finely grated zest of 3 oranges).

If you want to give these some gloss, you can add an orange 
glaze— 1⅓ cups (150g) confectioners’ sugar mixed with orange juice 
until it’s the consistency of thick heavy cream— brushed over the 
tops of the buns while they’re still warm.

The take-your-time method: 
If you’ve got a busy day ahead, you can mix and knead the dough in the 
morning, using cold rather than lukewarm water. Put the dough in a bowl, 
cover the bowl tightly with plastic wrap (the dough will dry out otherwise)  
and place in the fridge until the evening. That evening, take the dough out 
of the fridge, shape into buns and leave to rise at room temperature for  
3–4 hours, or until roughly 1½ times their original size. Bake as above. If you 
prefer to bake these in the morning, make the dough the evening before, 
leave to rise in the fridge overnight, then shape first thing in the morning 
and let rise at room temperature for 3–4 hours.
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